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Bar Gauge Pressure History at 28mm Radius
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25 mm from tube exit   
75 mm from tube exit   
125 mm from tube exit  
175 mm from tube exit  
225 mm from tube exit  
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Normalised Bar Gauge Pressure Histories at x=175mm, r=14mm























0.93 CFD Pitot pressure        
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Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.315 ms 
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.32 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.325 ms 
Piezoelectric Film. Average Pressure





























Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.33 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.34 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.35 ms  















































Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.34 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.35 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.36 ms  
Piezoelectric Film. Average Pressure































Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.35 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.36 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.37 ms  











































Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.36 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.37 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.38 ms  
Piezoelectric Film. Average Pressure



































Strain Gauge. Average Pressure      
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.37 ms  
0.93 CFD Pitot pressure at 0.38 ms  
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a) Axial PD Profile
P D







b)  Axial KnD Profile
Kn
D
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